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From the Chair

This Newsletter has been a long time coming so I hope it will be a good 

read and well worth the wait.

A warm WELCOME to all our new members that joined during the past 

year. Our membership is large in relation to the size of our local 2.   Events & Activities

3.   Olive Woodpeckers

4.    Conservation Projects

5.    Bontebok - Away Trip Oct 2018

6.     Rare Bird Sightings

7.     Dinner & Outing Schedule

8.     Regalia for Sale

9.     In Conclusion

year. Our membership is large in relation to the size of our local 

community, but unfortunately is not representive of our community.

More work needs to be done to encourage all ages and all communities 

to participate in the wonderful activity of BIRDWATCHING and the 

appreciation of our natural world.

Steve Serfontein joined the committee in early 2018 and later in the 

year agreed to take on the role of Vice Chair. Thanks Steve and congrats 

in your new role and for handling introductions etc at our functions.

Contributions to YOUR Newsletter are very welcome. Please send in 

your articles and photos to me, so these can be included in the next 

edition.
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Social Dinners and Presentations
At the well attended monthly club dinners,  our members enjoyed the following presentations:-

June2018 - The Anthropocene - by Ian Michler

July 2018 - My Lifetime of Birding Experiences – by Geoff McIlleron

Aug 2018 - Trip to Ecuador & Galapagos Part 1 – by Mike Bridgeford

Sept 2018 - Trip to Ecuador & Galapagos Part 2 - by Mike Bridgeford

Oct 2018 - Renew Able Plett: changing our relationship with plastic waste – by Rhian Berning

Nov 2018 - Trip to Ecuador & Galapagos Part 3 - by Mike Bridgeford

Our monthly dinners have been moved to  SKY VILLA, which has proven to be a very suitable venue, with a separate 

conference facilty for the presentations, followed by a dinner in the dining area with a spectacular view of the 

Keurboom Estuary.

Monthly Birding Outings
Our monthly Saturday morning birding outings are well supported with 25/30 members enjoying a 2 hour outing,  

usually producing some different and interesting birds. These outings are mostly concluded with refreshments and 

snacks and socialising with friends.

Detailed Outing reports have been sent to members during the year and a summary of outings and venues is listed 

below for information.

Feb 2018   - Water Treatment Plant and Goose Marsh for wadersFeb 2018   - Water Treatment Plant and Goose Marsh for waders

Mar 2018  - Plett Birding HotSpots and Sooty Falcon at Emily Moon

Apr 2018   - Ganzvlei Farm along Goukamma river 

May 2018 - The Fernery in the Tsitstikama - away weekend

May 2018 - Rondevlei in Wilderness and Groenvlei campsite

Jun 2018   - Radical Raptors

Jul 2018    - Natures Way Farm in the Crags

Aug 2018  - Hunters Country House

Sep 2018  - Redford House in the Crags

Oct 2018  - Away Trip to Bontebok National Park

Nov 2018 - Annual Feather Chase competion and Year end braai

ANNUAL FEATHER CHASE COMPETITION - 2018

I am not an anxious person but I woke at 04h00 on Saturday morning, our big Feather Chase morning, and the rain 

was falling. Being relaxed and knowing how much we need the rain, I fell back fast asleep for at least 30 seconds..... 

what will we do, all the organisation, all the work put in by the team, the disappointment for our members, needless 

to say sleep did not return.

Arriving at our appointed meeting place at 06h45 the teams were already gathering, the sun was threatening to 

breakthrough and the smell of freshly poured coffee was in the air. It was soon apparent that it would be another 

glorious (late spring morning) in Plett , perhaps cooler than anticipated but still glorious. 

Ten teams totaling 80 members arrived ready to do battle, side bets were being made and bravado and laughter was 

the order of the day.
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The prize giving was done with much banter and leg 

pulling (see the results in our Chairman's report below). 

Congratulations to all the teams for their efforts, and 

specifically to our winners.

Then the eating, drinking and general partying began, 

with the winners telling anyone who would listen of their 

daring and magnificent exploits.

Well done to all our members who attended and to those 

who were not able to make it we look forward to seeing 

you next year.

We would like to extend a word of thanks to everyone 

who helped, with a special thank-you to NVT for 

organizing the Boma and for doing the necessary paper 

work for the group with Cape Nature.

Have a blessed Christmas and a wonderful 2019.

The twitching trio

Steve, Bob and Rob

Security was keeping a close eye on us as the noise 

levels rose, thinking this may be an illegal gathering.... 

After a quick briefing, we were off at 07h30 sharp, 

some members burning rubber to get to their favorite 

spots before any other teams.

Driving in Plett and surrounds was wonderful, every 

second vehicle was a hopeful team, some staring into 

the sky others huddled around their books and tablets, 

and some scratching their heads, the bravado at this 

stage had died away.

Four hours later the teams arrived at Natures Valley, 

some bowed but none beaten. The noise levels once 

again increased. The picnic spot under the trees was 

looking great as some spreads were laid out that looked 

fit for a king. Barbie May and her team soon had the 

fires going and the final scoring was underway. Many 

were offering money to Mike Pearce and Val Hellman 

our scorers to look favorably upon their submissions 

but they stood firm and resolute.

Remembering that the organizing group had insisted 

that any member who did not enjoy the day would 

immediately be seconded onto our committee with 

immediate effect and for life. 

Any written complaints would have the same result in 

addition to the Chairmanship of our committee. 

Spotted Eagle-owl – The Owlets  by Ann K Mawer

On Saturday morning 17 November as part of the Feather 

Chase, Team Guinea Fowl went to Ebenezer in the hope that 

we would see the Spotted Eagle- Owlets.

We collected Angus at the main house and drove toward the 

upper dam. There on a branch sat the two owlets. Wide eyed 

and looking down on us.

After driving around the farm looking for more birds for our list 

we came back to the tree and the bigger owlet was on the 

 Statistics

Year

Total 

species 

count

Best Species 

count by 

team

2018 169 106

2017 157 111

2016 160 100

2015 161 117

2014 183 ?

   A full list of the birds seen was  sent to 

   Club members in November 2018

addition to the Chairmanship of our committee. 

Needless to say the day was enjoyed by all with some 

being suspiciously over enthusiastic.........

we came back to the tree and the bigger owlet was on the 

ground. There were various dogs running around and no adult 

owls in sight. Anthony picked the little owlet up and got it onto 

a branch.

Although it was just one tick for the list, our new members 

Jenni and Dale were so excited to see the owlets up close.
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Birdlife Plettenberg Bay FEATHER CHASE 6 - 2018 Summary

Team positions Team score Team Members

1 The Schoonbills 106 Bruce Ward-Smith Rob Greenland

Cheryl Ward-Smith Barbara Greenland

Clive Noble Ivan Poluta

Colleen Noble Angela Poluta

2 Los Vere 105 Mark Brown Craig Midgley

Talya Honor Rosamond Clay

Jesse Brown Mardre Cupido

Kate Brown Brittany Arendse

Olivia Saacke

3 The Blue Cranes 102 Jeanette Powter Oliver Rissik

Marti Gelliman Brenda Rissik

Selena Flores

4 Wandering Warblers 101 Rob May David Brown

Graham Ebedes Nancy Brown

Ian Watt Jos Brown

Chris Robinson

5 Mike Bridgeford 100 Mike Bridgeford Udo Martinssen

Mike Du Preez Heida Martinssen

Kobus Potgieter

Gerda Potgieter

6 Trogan Trackers 98 Bob Forbes Robbie Cobalt

Estrilita Forbes George Brown
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Estrilita Forbes George Brown

Wouter De Vos Dermot Stobart

Joan Lourens Annabelle Conyngham

7 Willow Wobblers 95 Steve Serfontein Rob Hutcheson

Pogie Serfontein Joannie Hutcheson

Huge Stacey Ludo Briet

Joy Stacey Nicola Briet

Val Hellman

8 Guinea Fowl 78 Ann Mawer Dale Hannibal

Anthony Mawer Jenni Hannibal

Hilary Baak Sue Ray

Henry Mawer Gill Reid

9 Feather Friends 70 Gavin Ward Dave Carson

Carol Ward Heather Carson

Claire Ward Ken  Botwood

Erwin Leibnitz Vicky Botwood

Jenny Leibnitz

10 Double Banded Grouches 64 Dawn Pearce(in Absentia) Basil van Rooyen

Mike Pearce Marietta Van Rooyen

Billy Knight Christine May

Cheryl Main Martyn May
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9 - 10 Dec17 Assume the date eggs laid

20-Dec-17

Claire Ward spots bird in 

nest hole

Woody & Olly incubate eggs

Breeding timeline

This is the story of Woody and Olly, an Olive 

Woodpecker pair, and their efforts to 

excavate a nest and start a family in the old 

dead blue gum known as the “Plett West 

post office tree” according to Plett’s early 

history, at the place now known as Global 

Village in Piesang Valley.

The nest was facing west and only about a 

meter from the ground and the tree was at 

the edge of the Global Village parking area 

and directly in the path of a high volume of 

traffic of cars and people, 7 days a week.

Why Woody and Olly chose this spot for the nest hole is a bit of a 

mystery. Maybe they felt people would not disturb them and would 

deter possible predators from coming near their nest, or maybe this 

was just the most suitable dead tree around to excavate their nest 

hole. 

Some members of the Plett Bird club became aware of the nest 

when it was spotted by Claire Ward, Gavin’s daughter on 20th

December 2017.

So Gavin phoned at about 

10:30am saying they had 

seen this bird peeking out of 

this hole in the dead tree 

and I immediately went 

down to the Village to take a 

look.

The Olive Woodpeckers of Piesang Valley - 'Woody and Olly'

21- 24th Dec17 Woody & Olly incubate eggs

24 Dec17

Egg shells removed from 

nest, chicks have hatched

24 - 30 Dec17 Woody & Olly feed chicks

1 - 12 Jan18

Olly feeds chicks, Woody is 

not seen after 30 Dec

12 Jan18 pm

Olly does not appear, chicks 

not heard in nest hole

12 Jan18 pm

A pair of Burchell's Coucal 

heard and seen nearby.

14 Jan18 19:45pm

Coucals still around, very 

vocal. Ollie, then Woodie fly 

into nest hole to roost

14 Jan18 19:45pm

Again no chicks heard nor 

seen nearby

Sure enough there was an Olive Woodpecker with its head out of the hole, observing all the surrounding activities. My first 

thought was a juvenile ready to fledge, as it was late in the year for these birds to be breeding, breeding usually being in 

September / October / November and a few years ago club members had observed breeding Olive Woodpeckers near the 

Keurboom Ferries picnic site in August 2015 which was my only frame of reference.

As the parking area was so busy I decided to return after 5:00pm that afternoon when the Village would be closed. After a short 

while I saw both the male and female, swopping places in the nest hole and I realised that these were adults probably incubating

egg(s). And so the observation routine began for the pair I have nicknamed Woody and Olly.
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Egg shell being dropped

Woody flies in to swop with the Olly for egg sitting duties

The incubation of the egg(s) continued from the 20th Dec to the 24th Dec, with both Woody and Olly taking turns in the nest hole. 

My observation log was made from visits in the early morning 6:00 to 8:30am and 5:00pm onwards in the evenings. During these 

times the swopping occurred about every 45 – 60 minutes. I was able to take many photos and several video clips recording all of

this.

On the afternoon of the 24th Dec I saw Olly fly from the nest with an egg shell in her beak, it looked almost complete and I did not 

see the broken side. A while later Woody poked his head out of the nest hole with another egg shell, he eventually dropped it out 

of the nest and I collected most of the pieces later to confirm it was egg shell.

Olly feeding chick(s)

Centipedes

Lavae

Spiders

Photographers from the club, Mike, Bob, Ed and myself began monitoring Woody and Olly’s activities between the 21 – 31 Dec 

and thereafter committee members & others joined the monitoring. Because of the location of the nest, it was felt that drawing 

too much attention to the birds would not be a good idea, so communications were restricted to try and prevent any disturbance 

and /or interruption of the breeding event.

From the 1st Jan 2018, Woody was not seen bringing in food to the nest again. All the feeding was now being done by Olly and 

this continued until the 11th Jan. While an Olive woodpecker was heard calling a few times while Olly was in the nest hole, I can’t 

be certain it was Woody. At the Ferries nest site both the male and female birds were seen bringing in food until the day the

chick(s) must have fledged. Maybe Woody was providing food to Ollie away from the nest but this was not observed.

The chicks in the meanwhile had become more and more  

vocal and could be heard clearly when it was quiet enough.
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The photographers had great difficulty getting sharp in-flight photos. Firstly because the light was not good at the 

nest hole and the entry and exit speed of the birds was really fast. Nevertheless there were enough acceptable 

photos and some video clips to provide a nice record of the Woody and Olly breeding event.

This is a combination of two photos taking in sequence of Olly flying in with food for the chicks

Then the unexpected happened. Olly was last seen and photos taken, on the morning of the 12th Jan, but that 

afternoon there was no sign of Olly at all from 17:15 to 18:45. The chicks could not be heard in the nest and there 

were a pair of Burchell’s Coucal calling and actively foraging near the Woodpecker’s tree.

Again the following morning, the 13th Jan 19 the chicks were not heard, but Olly was seen flying out of the nearby 

tree, then not seen again for the next hour. So were the chicks predated by the coucals? Did they fledge early & were 

the date assumptions wrong?

On the evening of the 14th Jan, I spent 45 minutes at the nest site. At about 19:35, just before dusk, Olly returned to 

the nest, she called after 5 minutes and Woody responded from a nearby tree. Soft clicking calls followed between 

them and then Woody flies down and enters the nest hole. The pair are still using the nest to roost at night. Maybe, 

hopefully, they will produce another clutch and try again for another family.
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Kids Quiz and year end braai in Nature's Valley

Birding Masters and Champions Update

The Birding Masters and Champions Program 

was a huge success this year with over 40 

learners participating from the four schools 

(Plettenberg Bay Secondary School, Plettenberg 

Bay Christian School, Formosa Primary and Crags 

Primary). The learners were treated to a variety 

of habitats and birds throughout the year with 

the Bitou Wetlands and Emily Moon and 

surrounds proving to be particularly productive. 

Many of the learners were able to see Blue 

Cranes with 2 chicks for the very first time at Van 

Zyl’s gate, along with some trickier species: 

African Jacana and White-Backed Duck at the 

Kurland Hotel. 

This year also saw Birdlife Plettenberg Bay 

donate 10 pairs of brand new Bushnell binoculars 

for the learners which made a significant 

difference in their ability to find and identify 

birds. To help with some of the newer birders 

taking part in the birding outings, 5 beginners 

Conservation  Projects

Birding ringing in Nature's Valley 

birds. To help with some of the newer birders 

taking part in the birding outings, 5 beginners 

bird books from Faansie Peacock were donated 

by the Redford Conservancy. A big thank-you to 

them as these books have become indispensable 

to those who use them. 

The year was topped off with a great bird ringing 

session and inter schools bird quiz between the 

four schools. A total of 43 learners participated 

with Plettenberg Bay Secondary School coming 

out top with nearly 100% on the quiz. NVT would 

like to thank Birdlife Plettenberg Bay  for their 

continued support of this environmental 

education programme, with a special mention to 

all the birding champions who gave up their time 

and provided their expertise on each of their 

schools outings. 

By: Craig Midgley, Nature’s Valley Trust
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Jackal Buzzard

Note that this bird has two rings.The smaller

is  a pre-numbered requisite Safring metal ring,

Garden Route Buzzard Project

Brittany Arendse, Nature’s Valley Trust

NVT launched our Garden Route Buzzard 

Project in February this year. It is a citizen 

science project in which four members of the 

public who are licenced ringers assist NVT to 

target both Forest and Jackal Buzzards, 

colour ringing them in an attempt to map 

their distribution and movements in the 

Garden Route. 

Since conception, between the four ringers 

and the NVT team, we have colour ringed 67 

birds, 45 Jackal Buzzards and 22 Forest 

buzzards across an area of about 20 000 km2. 

Of these, four have already been recaptured 

and four (Jackal Buzzards) resighted and 

reported by members of the public. 

We are getting valuable data so far, in terms 

of the distribution of these two buzzards and 

as resighting and recapture data come in we 

will have a better picture of movement 

across the landscape. A BIG thanks to ringers 

Andrew Marshall, Robin Teifel, Gerrie Jansen 

Van Rensburg and Louis Heyns for all the 

effort!
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and the larger colour ring is for easier field

identification with binos &/or photos.

effort!

Map: Locations of captures, recaptures and 

resightings of Forest and Jackal Buzzards 

along the Garden route of South Africa . Map 

last updated, October 2018.
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Plettenberg Bay is home to a number of seabird breeding colonies; the Cape cormorants (Phalacrocorax capensis), seen 

darkening the cliffs of the Robberg Peninsula, and the kelp gulls (Larus dominicanus), often suspended above the dunes of 

Lookout Beach in the strong Easterlies, being the biggest. The waters of our bay, teeming with shimmering balls of baitfish, are

also the feeding grounds for the endangered Cape gannet (Morus capensis) and African penguin (Spheniscus demersus). As 

therefore expected, the African penguin (22 reports), Cape cormorant (18) and kelp gull (12) are the top three stranded seabird 

species in our area with the Cape gannet following closely with seven reports. During 2018, 97 seabirds were reported to the 

Stranding Network in 90 call-outs with 67 of those calls being recorded as responded to by one of the members. 54 of the reports

were of live animals, 23 of which were transported to Tenikwa. The reasons for the public calling in include arrested moult of 

Seabird Stranding Stats from the Plett Stranding Network

Sally Sivewright

Seabirds, a common sight on our beaches and often spotted bobbing about 

between the whitecaps in the bay, comprise approximately half of the 

reports to the Plett Stranding Network. This group of dedicated volunteers 

respond to anything from a severed, albeit ringed, leg of an African black 

oystercatcher (Haematopus moquini) to obscure deep-diving whale species 

washed out on our shores; performing beach dissections in less than ideal 

conditions, tackling questionable terrain to access animals stranded in 

remote areas and combing the coast for that animal reported to be in 

distress. Often armed with only vague locations, Robberg or Keurbooms 

beaches suddenly seem to stretch endlessly into the distance. Once 

members of the Network respond, the condition of the animals is assessed 

and if required they are taken to one of the many destination organisations 

along the Garden Route and in Port Elizabeth. 2018 has included the 

involvement of BayWorld in Port Elizabeth, Crags Veterinary Clinic, Knysna 

Veterinary Clinic, Plettenberg Bay Veterinary Clinic, Robberg Veterinary 

Clinic, Seabird and Penguin Rehab Centre in Mossel Bay, State Veterinary 

Surgeon in George and Tenikwa Wildlife Rehabilitation and Awareness 

Centre.

were of live animals, 23 of which were transported to Tenikwa. The reasons for the public calling in include arrested moult of 

African penguins, broken wings of a number of different species, carcasses of just as many, seabirds in distress, fishing line 

entanglement, injured seabirds, possible avian flu cases, resting Cape gannets and cormorants, the ringed severed leg of an 

African black oystercatcher, and the general sick, stranded and weak reports.

Of the 22 African penguins that were reported this year, eight were adults. Three of these were alive (one returning to the water, 

one being an arrested moulter and one being weak) and two were transported to Tenikwa. Three of the nine stranded juveniles 

were found alive and also transported to Tenikwa, as were all three of the stranded birds of unknown age class and one of the

two sub-adults. After rehabilitation, these animals are periodically released in the mass releases in Plett. One sub-adult southern 

rockhopper penguin (Eudyptes chrysocome) was found in Goukamma Nature Reserve and taken to Tenikwa for rehabilitation. 

Eight of the 18 reported Cape cormorants were alive; one disentangled from fishing line, three taken to Tenikwa and one to 

Plettenberg Bay Veterinary Clinic. A kelp gull also required disentanglement from fishing line while the remaining six of the 11

animals found alive were transferred to Tenikwa. Two of the seven Cape gannets reported to the Network were resting juveniles

that safely returned to the water once recovered. The other two individuals that were found alive were adults and taken to 

Tenikwa and Knysna Veterinary Clinic for assessment. Unidentified species of cormorant (2), gull (9) and penguin (6) account for

17 of the total number of reports the Plett Stranding Network received this year. Other species include; Arctic skua (Stercorarius 

parasiticus), unidentified giant petrel, swift tern (Thalasseus bergii), unidentified tern species and white-breasted cormorant 

(Phalacrocorax lucidus). In addition to seabirds, the Network responded to seven cattle egret (Bubulcus ibis) chicks that had fallen 

out of their nests and subsequently transported to Tenikwa. 

When you encounter a stranded marine animal, please give it space and assess the situation from a safe distance. Take a photo if

you can and send it, along with pertinent information, to the stranding hotline. Details to include: Species (or detailed description 

of the animal), location, alive or dead, any visible injuries, and circumstances of the situation (is it on a crowded beach, or a 

difficult to access position). This will help the members to know what sort of equipment to bring and who to contact for 

assistance. 

Plett Stranding Network - Hotline Number: 0794634837
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What is happening on our shores?                 A summary for the 2018/2019 shorebird season thus far.

Brittany Arendse, Nature’s Valley Trust

The 2018/2019 shorebird season started with a whirlwind of uncertainty and surprise. This season our team decided to do an 

exploratory survey a month before our usual ‘start of season’, to assess progress and stage of courtship among the shorebirds. To 

our surprise Nature’s Valley already had three nests from three pairs of white-fronted plovers out of the usual 8-9 pairs that breed 

there. Lookout was similar in the sense that our known pairs were already together scraping nest bowls all over their territories 

but with only one nest that was extremely far along in the gestation period; we found two tiny eggs, 7 days away from hatching on 

the Lookout Peninsula. These chicks made it to hatch day but unfortunately did not survive much past this. We denote the early 

start of the plovers to the warmer winter we had this year. And it seems to be paying off as we already have two new fledges on 

Nature’s Valley.

Across our two sites (Lookout and Nature’s Valley beaches) we’ve had 36 nests of which 8 have not hatched yet. Not counting 

these 8 nests we’ve had 56 eggs of which 22 hatched. So far failure has mostly been due to natural events such as extreme high 

tides and predation. We’ve only had one instance where it was likely that the eggs were abandoned due to human interference. 

These eggs failed a few days apart, the second chick was already pipping through but did not make it out of the egg. A sad tale but 

so far only one out of 28 nests have been clearly affected by humans. Of the 22 hatched eggs only two made it to fledge, both of

these from different nests on Nature’s Valley. At this stage when the chicks are more mobile it becomes much more difficult to 

ascertain the cause of death. 

We currently also have 8 chicks on the ground between the two sites and hope that they will make it to fledge. As it stands this

does not seem like much, but we are only at the halfway point. By this time last year, we only had 14 nests hatched across our two 

sites and one fledge. If anything, the simple rope enclosures do seem to help the birds through their most valuable periods, the

egg phase and of course also brings extra awareness to beach-users and where they tread.

The oystercatchers got to the party late, as per usual. We found our first nest early October and have found four more since. Our 

first nest has now hatched with the second soon to come. We will be going back in a few weeks to ring those chicks as they need a 

bit of time before we can place any rings on them.

On another note we resighted Chutney (F114) down in Nature’s Valley; he is a fledge born on Lookout last season.  You may be 

aware of the trauma that Chutney went through with his sibling Ketchup being viciously attacked and decapitated by a dog on 

Lookout but Chutney is still with us and is seemingly looking for some new real estate for next season when he will presumably 
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White-fronted Plover White-fronted Plover - nest with egg

On another note we resighted Chutney (F114) down in Nature’s Valley; he is a fledge born on Lookout last season.  You may be 

aware of the trauma that Chutney went through with his sibling Ketchup being viciously attacked and decapitated by a dog on 

Lookout but Chutney is still with us and is seemingly looking for some new real estate for next season when he will presumably 

be ready to start breeding. We’ve also resighted a fledge (F133) from Nature’s Valley from last season on Lookout this season. 

She has not bonded with anyone there but spent some time on the sandspit getting to know some birds.

In terms of dogs on beaches, the zoning has made a big difference to companion animal presence on hotspot bird breeding 

beaches in the area, although, there are still a few stubborn folks. Bitou Municipality has assured us that their presence will be 

seen on at least the no-dog beaches this coming holiday season and we hope that a few fines in the right places will encourage the 

stubborn to comply. 
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Watsonia Knysnana pollination study

Kellyn Whitehead, Nature’s Valley Trust

At the beginning of the year a French student, Louise Bestea, joined the NVT family for 6 months to complete her MSc 

research project. Louise has a keen interest in birds and flowers and decided to do her project on the breeding system 

of Watsonia knysnana. This plant species is an interesting one as its flower shape conforms to that of bird pollination, 

but the colour of the flowers to insect pollination. Louise set out to determine whether this Watsonia was pollinated 

primarily by birds or insects. 

The study involved doing exclusion experiments where mesh bags were placed over flowers to exclude any kind of 

potential pollinator visitation. Plastic mesh cages were placed over some flowers to prevent bird visitation but allow for 

insect visitation. Once flowers had set fruit, the fruits were collected from bagged and caged flowers, as well as flowers 

which were left natural (no bags or cages). Louise then compared the seed set for each of the treatments to determine 

the pollination syndrome.

Louise’s study found that Watsonia knysnana relied on birds for pollination and that insects played a minimal role in 

this species pollination. Since Louise’s return to France she has submitted her MSc thesis, presented her project at a 

conference as a poster and has sent in a paper to the South African Journal of Botany for review and publication.
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Malachite Sunbird

Away Trip - October 2018 - Bontebok National Park

(A detailed Trip report was circulated in Nov 2018, so this just covers some of 

the highlights of the trip)

Participants: Mike and Dawn Pearce; Jeremy and Gail Ractliffe; 

George and Jeanette Powter; Bob and Estralita Forbes; John and 

Babs Davies; Rob May; Basil and Gill Smith; Dick and Sue 

Shurmer; Mike and Carole Bridgeford; Shelagh Petersen.

Bird lists were compiled by Mike Bridgeford from everyone’s 

lists and submitted to the ADU at UCT as a formal record for the 

Atlas pentad. Two records have been taken out as they were out 

of range and no proof of record could be supplied.

The totals official record was therefore 108 species! 

The Bontebok National Park was small in comparison to other 

National Parks and consisted of pristine Renosterveld and some 

thornveld bordering the Breede River, which flowed through the 

corner of the park where the cottages were situated. 

The accommodation was very good and consisted of one and 

two room cottages and a well-equipped Caravan and camping 

facilities.  We braaied every night at the double room cottage of 

the Smith's and Forbes.

A nature walk was organized with an official of the Park along 

the Aloe Trail…an easy walk along the river for about 3km. Good 

sighting of Knysna Woodpecker, which looked way out of its 

normal habitat. We also managed to find two Olive 
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Cape Grassbird

Knysna Woodpecker

normal habitat. We also managed to find two Olive 

Woodpeckers on a walk with Mike, and a Cardinal Woodpecker 

was seen by a small group of people at Die Stroom picnic site.

The wide-open habitats of Rhenosterveld was ideal habitat for 

Pipits, Larks and Cisticolas. This large array of L.B.J.’s presented 

identification challenges to everyone. But in the end, we all 

managed to get the various birds identified.

The common Pipits were – African and Long-billed. Whilst the 

common Larks seen were Cape Clapper; Agulhas Long-billed; 

Large-billed; Red-Capped; and Karoo Long-billed. The most 

common Cisticola was the Grey-backed and followed by the 

Cloud. 

The other major interest for most of the birders was the 

proliferation of wild flowers in the Rhenosterveld. As there are 

no dangerous animals in the Park, you can examine the flowers 

along the many drives in safety. Really worth the trip just for the 

Wild Flowers!

By Mike Bridgeford
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Rare and/or unusual bird sightings in Plett and surrounds

This topic can mean different things for different people. The hardcore birder hopes for regional or national rarities 

that may only be seen once in a life time, such as the Spotted Crake and the Snowy Egret. While for others, seeing a 

Black Cuckooshrike in the garden or a Long-crested Eagle during a Birding Outing will provide much excitement and 

pleasure. In our birding area we get a good mix of the above, so please keep reporting your sightings on the 

PlettBirdAlert WhatsApp group and provide photos if possible.

Some Rarities seen in the last few months in and 

around Plett. – Mike Bridgeford

Goose Marsh, Saturday 22nd Dec 2018 at 6.30am till 

8.30am. Accompanied by Edwin Alexander, Selena 

Flores, Craig Midgley, Bob Forbes, Rob May. 

We gathered at Goose Marsh to try and find the three Terek 

Sandpipers. After an hour we spotted them in the scope on 

the Anath spit (too far away for photos but ID good). They 

then flew across to the grass verge and we all had good 

sighting and better photos. On the way back we saw four Bar-

tailed Godwits in the lagoon. Also spotted the Blue-cheeked 

Bee-eater from the bridge.

Good morning - no fishermen and no dogs - just us and the 

birds!!

Blue- cheeked Bee-eater. Goose Marsh, Plettenberg Bay. 

Wed 12th Dec 2018.

Palearctic migrant, way out of it's normal habitat. Best seen 

early morning whilst hawking insects. Seen this morning from 

7.00am till 9.30am.
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7.00am till 9.30am.

Broad-billed Roller. Hoekwil Road, Opposite The Island, 

Wilderness, Western Cape, South Africa. Sunday 4th Nov 

2018.

This bird is way out of its normal range. It is normally seen in 

Zimbabwe and Kruger National Park areas. First sighting in 

Western Cape! The roller is an Intra-african migrant.

In the early morning it was sitting in a tree on the lake side of 

the road, and as the weather warmed up a bit the bird 

started catching insects and flying across the road to different 

perches. What incredible colours!

Baird's Sandpiper [Calidris bairdii]. Friday 26th October 2018. 

Van Staden's Resort, Van Staden's River Mouth, Eastern 

Cape, South Africa.

Rare Vagrant to South Africa - normally nests June/July in 

Eastern Siberia to North-west Greenland. Migrates to 

Argentina in South America by late August. Must have taken 

a wrong turn somewhere to end up in South Africa!

John Bradshaw and I looked for the bird in Dec 2001 in 

Marievale, but sadly didn't find it. Taken 17 years to finally 

see the bird!!! Fantastic little wader.
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Jan 2019 -White-backed Night-heron found & seen regulary at a heronry in Sedgefield in the past  weeks

(Photo credit to Justin Ponder)

Jan 19 - European Roller - Uplands Jan 19 - Barn Owl - PGR      Dec 19 - Red-backed Shrike - Goose Marsh Sep 19 - Crowned Hornbill - Crags

And now for a few more rare and/or special sort after birds not often seen in Plett and surrounds.

Nov 18 - Squacco Heron - Buco dam Aug 18 - Afr. Pied Wagtail Jul 18 - Afr.Cuckoo-hawk

Jul 18 - Pale Chanting Goshawk - Robberg Rd Apr 18 - Grey-headed Bushshrike - Maplin Dr

Apr 18 - Afr. Wood-Owl

(moon added for effect)

Mar 18 - Sooty Falcon - EM Mar 18 - Yellow Wagtail - Polo Fields             Feb 18 - Greater Painted-Snipe
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Social Evenings

Normally held on the 2nd Monday each 

month. 

- Feb 18  - AGM & presenter Faansie Peacock

- Mar 11th  - TBA

- Apr  8th    - TBA

Birding Outings

Normally held on the 3rd Saturday each 

month. 

- Feb 16th   - Waders at Goose Marsh

- Mar 16th  - TBA

- Apr 13th   - TBA

Club Regalia for sale

- peaked cap            - R100 ea

- ladies peak            - R120 ea (wide brim R140)

- car magnet            - R50 ea

- cell phone pouch  - R15 ea (special offer)

- greetings card       - R20 ea

In conclusion -

Wishing you all a happy and successful  2019 and I hope you have many happy hours enjoying the Garden 

Route birds with your family and friends. 

Bruce Ward-Smith - Birdlife Plettenberg Bay
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